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Abstract: This chapter presents a generic scheme for generating prediction
rules based on rough set approach for stock market prediction. To increase
the efficiency of the prediction process, rough sets with Boolean reasoning
discretization algorithm is used to discretize the data. Rough set reduction
technique is applied to find all the reducts of the data, which contains the minimal subset of attributes that are associated with a class label for prediction.
Finally, rough sets dependency rules are generated directly from all generated reducts. Rough confusion matrix is used to evaluate the performance of
the predicted reducts and classes. For comparison, the results obtained using rough set approach were compared to that of artificial neural networks
and decision trees. Empirical results illustrate that Rough set approach have
a higher overall prediction accuracy reaching over 97% and generates more
compact and fewer rules than neural networks and Decision tree algorithm.

1 Introduction
Over the last few decades statistical techniques such as regression and Bayesian
models and econometric techniques have dominated the research activities in
prediction. Data mining [?] and computational intelligence techniques such
as neural networks, fuzzy set, evolutionary algorithms, rough set theory, machine learning, multi-criteria decision aid (MCDA), etc., emerged as alternative techniques to the conventional statistical and econometric models and
techniques that have dominated this field since the 1930s [?] and have paved
the road for the increased usage of these techniques in various areas of eco-
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nomics and finance[?, ?, ?]. Examples of the utilization of these techniques
are the applications of genetic algorithms and genetic programming [?] for
portfolio optimization [?], neural network in stocks selection [?] and predicting the S&P 100 index using rough sets [?] and various types of intelligent
systems for making trading decisions [?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?]. Other real
world applications in the field of finance such as credit cards assessment, country risk evaluation, credit risk assessment, corporate acquisitions[?], business
failure prediction, [?, ?, ?], prediction of the financial health of the dot.com
firms.[?]and bankruptcy prediction[?], customer segmentation [?] are but few
examples showing the diversity of the coverage of these new techniques.
In recent years, and since its inception, rough set theory has gained momentum and has been widely used as a viable intelligent data mining and
knowledge discovery technique in many applications including economic, financial and investment areas. Applications of rough sets in economic and financial prediction can be divided into three main areas: database marketing,
business failure prediction and financial investment [?, ?].
Database marketing is a method of analyzing customer data to look for
patterns among existing preferences and to use these patterns for a more
targeted selection of the customers [?, ?]. It is based on the principle that
through collecting and organizing information about a business, one can reduce the cost of the businesss marketing efforts and increase profit. Database
marketing is characterized by enormous amounts of data at the level of the
individual consumer. However, these data have to be turned into information
in order to be useful. To this end, several different problem specifications can
be investigated. These include market segmentation, cross-sell prediction, response modelling, customer valuation and market basket analysis. Building
successful solutions for these tasks requires applying advanced data mining
and machine learning techniques to find relationships and patterns in historical data and using this knowledge to predict each prospect’s reaction to future
situations. The rough sets model has been applied in this domain (see [?, ?]).
Business failure prediction [?, ?, ?, ?], of the financial health of the dot.com
firms [?] and bankruptcy prediction[?], are examples of an important and challenging issue that has served as the impetus for many academic studies over
the past three decades[?]. Recently, there has been a significant increase in
interest in business failure prediction, from both industry and academia. Financial organizations, such as banks, credit institutes, clients, etc. need these
predictions for evaluating firms in which they have an interest[?]. Accurate
business failure prediction models would be extremely valuable to many industry sectors, particularly in financial investment and lending institutes. Despite
the fact that Discriminant analysis has been the most popular approach, there
are also a large number of alternative techniques available such as rough sets
[?, ?].
Many financial analysis applications [?] such as financial investment employ predictive modeling techniques, for example, statistical regression, Bayesian
approach and neural networks [?, ?, ?], to create and optimize portfolios and
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to build trading systems. Building trading systems using the rough sets model
was studied by several researchers. Ziarko et al. [?], Golan and Edwards [?]
applied the rough sets model to discover strong trading rules from the historical database of the Toronto stock exchange. Reader may refer to [?] for a
detailed review of applications of rough sets in financial domain.
Despite the many prediction attempts using rough set models, prediction
still remains a challenging and difficult task to perform specially within complicated, dynamic and often stochastic areas such as economic and finance. In
response to this challenge, this paper presents a generic scheme for generating
prediction rules using rough set. The scheme, which could be applied in various areas of economic and finance such as stock price movement prediction,
etc., is expected to extract knowledge in the form rules to guide the decision
maker in making the right decision, say buy, hold or sell in the area of stock
trading and portfolio management. To increase the efficiency of the prediction process, rough sets with Boolean reasoning discretization algorithm is
used to discretize the data. Rough set reduction technique is, then, applied to
find all reducts of the data which contains the minimal subset of attributes
that are associated with a class used label for prediction. Finally, rough sets
dependency rules are generated directly from all generated reducts. Rough
confusion matrix is used to evaluate the performance of the predicted reducts
and classes.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction
to rough sets. Section 3 discusses the proposed rough set prediction model
in detail. Experimentation is covered in Section 4 including data preparation
and its characteristic, analysis, results and discussion of the results and finally,
conclusions are provided in Section 5.

2 Rough sets: Foundations
Rough set theory, a new intelligent mathematical tool proposed by Pawlak
[?, ?, ?], is based on the concept of approximation spaces and models of sets
and concepts. The data in rough sets theory is collected in a table called a
decision table. Rows of the decision table correspond to objects, and columns
correspond to features. In the data set, we also assume that a set of examples with a class label to indicate the class to which each example belongs
are given. We call the class label a decision feature, the rest of the features
are conditional. Let O, F denote a set of sample objects and a set of functions representing object features, respectively. Assume that B ⊆ F , x ∈ O.
Further, let [x]B denote:
[x]B = {y : x ∼B y} .
Rough set theory defines three regions based on the equivalent classes
induced by the feature values: lower approximation BX, upper approximation
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BX and boundary BN DB (X). A lower approximation of a set X contains
all equivalence classes [x]B that are subsets of X, and upper approximation
BX contains all equivalence classes [x]B that have objects in common with
X, while the boundary BN DB (X) is the set BX \ BX, i.e., the set of all
objects in BX that are not contained in BX. So, we can define a rough set
as any set with a non-empty boundary.
The indiscernibility relation ∼B (or by IndB ) is a fundamental principle
of rough set theory. Informally, ∼B is a set of all objects that have matching
descriptions. Based on the selection of B, ∼B is an equivalence relation partitions a set of objects O into equivalence classes. The set of all classes in a
partition is denoted by O/ ∼B (also by O/IndB ). The set O/IndB is called
the quotient set. Affinities between objects of interest in the set X ⊆ O and
classes in a partition can be discovered by identifying those classes that have
objects in common with X. Approximation of the set X begins by determining
which elementary sets [x]B ∈ O/ ∼B are subsets of X.
In the following subsections, we provide a brief explanation of the basic
framework of rough set theory, along with some of the key definitions. For
a detailed review of the basic material, reader may consult sources such as
[?, ?, ?].
2.1 Information System and Approximation
Definition 1. (Information System) Information system is a tuple (U, A),
where U consists of objects and A consists of features. Every a ∈ A corresponds
to the function a : U → Va where Va is a’s value set. In applications, we
often distinguish between conditional features C and decision features D, where
C ∩ D = ∅. In such cases, we define decision systems (U, C, D).
Definition 2. (Indiscernibility Relation) Every subset of features B ⊆ A induces indiscernibility relation
IndB = {(x, y) ∈ U × U : ∀a∈B a(x) = a(y)}
For every x ∈ U , there is an equivalence class [x]B in the partition of U
defined by IndB .
Due to the imprecision, which exists in real world data, there are sometimes conflicting classification of objects contained in a decision table. The
conflicting classification occurs whenever two objects have matching descriptions, but are deemed to belong to different decision classes. In such cases,
the decision table is said to contain inconsistencies.
Definition 3. (Lower and Upper Approximation)
In Rough Set Theory, approximations of sets are introduced to deal with
inconsistency. A rough set approximates traditional sets using a pair of sets
named the lower and upper approximation of the set. Given a set B ⊆ A, the
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lower and upper approximations of a set Y ⊆ U, are defined by equations (1)
and (2), respectively.
[
BY =
[x]B .
(1)
x:[x]B ⊆X

BY =

[

[x]B .

(2)

x:[x]B ∩X6=∅

Definition 4. (Lower Approximation and positive region) The positive region
P OSC (D) is defined by
[
P OSC (D) =
CX.
X:X∈U/IndD

P OSC (D) is called the positive region of the partition U/IndD with respect
to C ⊆ A, i.e., the set of all objects in U that can be uniquely classified by
elementary sets in the partition U/IndD by means of C [?].
Definition 5. (Upper Approximation and Negative Region) The negative region N EGC (D) is defined by
[
N EGC (D) = U −
CX,
X:X∈U/IndD

i.e., the set of all all objects that can be definitely ruled out as members of X.
Definition 6. (Boundary region) The boundary region is the difference between upper and lower approximation of a set X that consists of equivalence
classes having one or more elements in common with X. It is given as follows:
BN DB (X) = BX − B̄X

(3)

2.2 Reduct and Core
Often we wonder whether there are features in the information system, which
are more important to the knowledge represented in the equivalence class
structure than other features and whether there is a subset of features which
by itself can fully characterize the knowledge in the database. Such a feature
set is called a reduct. Calculation of reducts of an information system is a key
issue in RS theory [?, ?, ?] and we use reducts of an information system in
order to extract rule-like knowledge from an information system.
Definition 7. (Reduct) Given a classification task related to the mapping
C → D, a reduct is a subset R ⊆ C such that
γ(C, D) = γ(R, D)
and none of proper subsets of R satisfies analogous equality.
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Definition 8. (Reduct Set) Given a classification task mapping a set of variables C to a set of labeling D, a reduct set is defined with respect to the power
set P (C) as the set R ⊆ P (C) such that Red = {A ∈ P (C) : γ(A, D) =
γ(C, D)}. That is, the reduct set is the set of all possible reducts of the equivalence relation denoted by C and D.
Definition 9. (Minimal Reduct) A minimal reduct Rminimal is the reduct
such that kRk ≤ kAk, ∀A ∈ R. That is, the minimal reduct is the reduct of
least cardinality for the equivalence relation denoted by C and D..
Definition 10. (Core) Attribute c ∈ C is a core feature with respect to D, if
and only if it belongs to all the reducts. We denote the set of all core features
by Core(C). If we denote by R(C) the set of all reducts, we can put:
\
Core(C) =
R
(4)
R∈R(C)

The computation of the reducts and the core of the condition features
from a decision table is a way of selecting relevant features. It is a global
method in the sense that the resultant reduct represents the minimal set of
features which are necessary to maintain the same classification power given
by the original and complete set of features. A straight forward method for
selecting relevant features is to assign a measure of relevance to each feature
and then select the features with higher values. And based on the generated
reduct system, we generate a list of rules that will be used for building the
classifier model which will be able to identify new objects and assign them the
correct class label corresponding decision class in the reduced decision table
( i.e. the reduct system). Needless to say, the calculation of all the reducts is
fairly complex (see [?, ?, ?]).
2.3 Significance of the attribute
The significance of features enables us to evaluate features by assigning a
real number from the closed interval [0,1], expressing the important a feature
in an information table. Significance of a feature a in a decision table DT
can be evaluated by measuring the effect of removing of the feature a in C
from feature set C on a positive region defined by the table DT. As shown in
definition ??, the number γ(C, D) express the degree of dependency between
feature C and D or accuracy of approximation of U/D by C.. The formal
definition of the significant is given as follows:
Definition 11. (Significance) For any feature a ∈ C, we define its significance ζ with respect to D as follows:
ζ(a, C, D) =

|P OSC\{a} (D)|
|P OSC (D)|

(5)
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Definitions ??-?? are used to express the importance of particular features
in building the classification model. For a comprehensive study, reader may
consult [?]. An important measure is to use frequency of occurrence of features in reducts. One can also consider various modifications of Definition ??,
for example approximate reducts, which preserve information about decisions
only to some degree [?]. Further more, positive region in Definition ?? can be
modified by allowing for the approximate satisfaction of inclusion [x]C ⊆ [x]D ,
as proposed, e.g., in VPRS model [?]. Finally, in Definition ??, the meaning
of IN D(B) and [x]B can be changed by replacing equivalence relation with
similarity relation, especially useful when considering numeric features. For
further reading, see [?, ?].
2.4 Decision Rules
In the context of supervised learning, an important task is the discovery of
classification rules from the data provided in the decision tables. These decision rules not only capture patterns hidden in the data but also can be used
to classify new unseen objects. Rules represent dependencies in the dataset,
and represent extracted knowledge, which can be used when classifying new
objects not present in the original information system. Once reducts were
found, the job of creating definite rules for the value of the decision feature
of the information system is practically done. To transform a reduct into a
rule, one has to bind the condition feature values of the object class from
which the reduct originated to the corresponding features of the reduct. To
complete the rule, a decision part comprising the resulting part of the rule is
added. This is done in the same way as for the condition features. To classify
objects, which has never been seen before, rules generated from a training set
are used. These rules represent the actual classifier. This classifier is used to
predict classes to which new objects are attached. The nearest matching rule
is determined as the one whose condition part differs from the feature vector
of re-object by the minimum number of features. When there is more than
one matching rule, a voting mechanism is used to choose the decision value.
Every matched rule contributes votes to its decision value, which are equal to
the number of times objects are matched by the rule. The votes are added and
the decision with the largest number of votes is chosen as the correct class.
Quality measures associated with decision rules can be used to eliminate some
of the decision rules.

3 Rough Sets Prediction Model (RSPM)
Figure 1 illustrates the overall steps in the proposed Rough Set Prediction
Model(RSPM) using a UML Activity Diagram where a square or rectangular
represents a data object, a rounded rectangular represents an activity, solid
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and dashed directed lines indicate control flow and data object flow respectively. Functionally, RSPM can be partitioned into three distinct phases:
•

Pre-processing phase(Activities in Dark Gray). This phase includes tasks
such as extra variables addition and computation, decision classes assignments, data cleansing, completeness, correctness, attribute creation, attribute selection and discretization.

•

Analysis and Rule Generating Phase(Activities in Light Gray). This phase
includes the generation of preliminary knowledge, such as computation of
object reducts from data, derivation of rules from reducts, rule evaluation
and prediction processes.

•

Classification and Prediction phase (Activities in Lighter Gray). This
phase utilize the rules generated from the previous phase to predict the
stock price movement

3.1 Pre-processing phase
In this phase, the decision table required for rough set analysis is created. In
doing so, a number of data preparation tasks such as data conversion, data
cleansing, data completion checks, conditional attribute creation, decision attribute generation, discretization of attributes are performed. Data splitting
is also performed which created two randomly generated subsets, one subset
for analysis containing 75% of the objects in the data set and one validation
containing the remainder 25% of the objects. It must be emphasized that
data conversion performed on the initial data must generate a form in which
specific rough set tools can be applied.
Data completion and discretization processes
Data completion
Often, real world data contain missing values. Since rough set classification
involves mining for rules from the data, objects with missing values in the
data set may have undesirable effects on the rules that are constructed. The
aim of the data completion procedure is to remove all objects that have one or
more missing values. Incomplete data or information systems exist broadly in
practical data analysis, and approaches to complete the incomplete information system through various completion methods in the preprocessing stage
are normal in data mining and knowledge discovery. However, these methods may result in distorting the original data and knowledge, and can even
render the original data to be un-minable. To overcome these shortcomings
inherent in the traditional methods, we used the decomposition approach for
incomplete information system ( i.e. decision table )proposed in [?].
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Data discretization
When dealing with attributes in concept classification and prediction, it is
obvious that they may have varying importance in the problem being considered. Their importance can be pre-assumed using auxiliary knowledge about
the problem and expressed by properly chosen weights. However, in the case
of using the rough set approach to concept classification and prediction, it
avoids any additional information aside from what is included in the information table itself. Basically, the rough set approach tries to determine from the
data available in the information table whether all the attributes are of the
same strength and, if not, how they differ in respect of the classifier power.
Therefore, some strategies for discretization of real valued features must
be used when we need to apply learning strategies for data classification (e.g.,
equal width and equal frequency intervals). It has been shown that the quality of learning algorithm is dependent on this strategy, which has been used
for real-valued data discretization [?]. It uses data transformation procedure
which involves finding cuts in the data sets that divide the data into intervals. Values lying within an interval are then mapped to the same value.
Performing this process leads to reducing the size of the attributes value set
and ensures that the rules that are mined are not too specific. For the discretization of continuous-valued attributes, we adopt, in this chapter, rough
sets with boolean reasoning (RSBR) algorithm proposed by Zhong et al. [?]
The main advantage of RSBR is that it combines discretization of real valued
attributes and classification. For the main steps of the RSBR discretization
algorithm, reader may consult [?].
3.2 Analysis and Rule Generating Phase
Analysis and Rule Generating Phase includes generating preliminary knowledge, such as computation of object reducts from data, derivation of rules
from reducts, and prediction processes. These stages lead towards the final
goal of generating rules from information system or decision table.
Relevant attribute extraction and reduction
One of the important aspects in the analysis of decision tables is the extraction and elimination of redundant attributes and also the identification of the
most important attributes from the data set. Redundant attributes are attributes that could be eliminated without affecting the degree of dependency
between the remaining attributes and the decision. The degree of dependency
is a measure used to convey the ability to discern objects from each other.
The minimum subset of attributes preserving the dependency degree is called
reduct. The computation of the core and reducts from a decision table is, in
a way, selecting the relevant attributes [?, ?].
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In decision tables, there often exist conditional attributes that do not provide (almost) any additional information about the objects. These attributes
need to be removed in order to reduce the complexity and cost of decision
process [?, ?, ?, ?]. A decision table may have more than one reduct. Any
of these reducts could be used to replace the original table. However, finding all the reducts from a decision table is NP-complete but fortunately, in
applications, it is usually not necessary to find all of them – one or a few
of them are sufficient. Selecting the best reduct is important. The selection
depends on the optimality criterion associated with the attributes. If a cost
function could be assigned to attributes, then the selection can be based on
the combined minimum cost criteria. But in the absence of such cost function,
the only source of information to select the reduct from is the contents of the
table. In this chapter, we adopt the criteria that the best reducts are the those
with minimal number of attributes and – if there are more such reducts – with
the least number of combinations of values of its attributes cf. [?, ?].
In general, rough set theory provides useful techniques to reduce irrelevant
and redundant attributes from a large database with a lot of attributes. The
dependency degree (or approximation quality, classification quality) and the
information entropy are two most common attribute reduction measures in
rough set theory. In this chapter, we use the dependency degree measure to
compute the significant features and measuring the effect of removing a feature
from the feature sets. [?].
Computation of the reducts
A reduced table can be seen as a rule set where each rule corresponds to
one object of the table. The rule set can be generalized further by applying
rough set value reduction method. The main idea behind this method is to
drop those redundant condition values of rules and to unite those rules in the
same class. Unlike most value reduction methods, which neglect the difference
among the classification capabilities of condition attributes, we first remove
values of those attributes that have less discrimination factors. Thus more
redundant values can be reduced from decision table and more concise rules
can be generated. The main steps of the Rule Generation and classification
algorithm are outlined in Algorithm-1:
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Algorithm 1 Reduct Generation algorithm
Input: information table (ST ) with discretized real valued attribute.
Output: reduct sets Rf inal = {r1 ∪ r2 ∪ .... ∪ rn }
1: for each condition attributes c ∈ C do
2:
Compute the correlation factor between c and the decisions attributes D
3:
if the correlation factor > 0 then
4:
Set c as relevant attributes.
5:
end if
6: end for
7: Divide the set of relevant attribute into different variable sets.
8: for each variable sets do
9:
Compute the dependency degree and compute the classification quality
10:
Let the set with high classification accuracy and high dependency as an initial
reduct set.
11: end for
12: for each attribute in the reduct set do
13:
Calculate the degree of dependencies between the decisions attribute and that
attribute.
Merge the attributes produced in previous step with the rest of conditional
14:
attributes
15:
Calculate the discrimination factors for each combination to find the highest
discrimination factors
16:
Add the highest discrimination factors combination to the final reduct set.
17: end for
18: repeat
statements 12
19: until all attributes in initial reduct set is processed

Rule generation from a reduced table
The generated reducts are used to generate decision rules. The decision rule,
at its left side, is a combination of values of attributes such that the set of
(almost) all objects matching this combination have the decision value given
at the rule’s right side. The rule derived from reducts can be used to classify
the data. The set of rules is referred to as a classifier and can be used to
classify new and unseen data. The main steps of the Rule Generation and
classification algorithm are outlined as Algorithm-2):
The quality of rules is related to the corresponding reduct(s). We are especially interested in generating rules which cover largest parts of the universe
U . Covering U with more general rules implies smaller size rule set.
3.3 Classification and Prediction Phase
Classification and prediction is the last phase of our proposed approach. We
present a classification and prediction scheme based on the methods and tech-
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Algorithm 2 Rule Generation
Input: reduct sets Rf inal = {r1 ∪ r2 ∪ .... ∪ rn }
Output: Set of rules
1: for each reduct r do
2:
for each correspondence object x do
3:
Contract the decision rule (c1 = v1 ∧ c2 = v2 ∧ .... ∧ cn = vn ) −→ d = u
4:
Scan the reduct r over an object x
5:
Construct (ci , 1 ≤ i ≤ n)
6:
for every c ∈ C do
7:
Assign the value v to the correspondence attribute a
8:
end for
9:
Construct a decision attribute d
Assign the value u to the correspondence decision attribute d
10:
11:
end for
12: end for

niques described in the previous sections. Figure 2 illustrates the classification
scheme for a construction of particular classification and prediction algorithm.
To transform a reduct into a rule, one only has to bind the condition feature
values of the object class from which the reduct originated to the corresponding features of the reduct. Then, to complete the rule, a decision part comprising the resulting part of the rule is added. This is done in the same way
as for the condition features. To classify objects, which has never been seen
before, rules generated from a training set will be used. These rules represent
the actual classifier. This classifier is used to predict to which classes new objects are attached. The nearest matching rule is determined as the one whose
condition part differs from the feature vector of re-object by the minimum
number of features. When there is more than one matching rule, we use a voting mechanism to choose the decision value. Every matched rule contributes
votes to its decision value, which are equal to the t times number of objects
matched by the rule. The votes are added and the decision with the largest
number of votes is chosen as the correct class. Quality measures associated
with decision rules can be used to eliminate some of the decision rules.
The global strength defined in [?] for rule negotiation is a rational number
in [0, 1] representing the importance of the sets of decision S
rules relative to
the considered tested object. Let us assume that T = (U, A (d)) is a given
decision table, ut is a test object, Rul(Xj ) is the set of all calculated basic
decision rules for T , classifying objects to the decision class Xj (vdj = vd ),
M Rul(Xj , ut ) ⊆ Rul(Xj ) is the set of all decision rules from Rul(Xj ) matching tested object ut . The global strength of decision rule set M Rul(Xj , ut ) is
defined by the following form [?]:
¯S
¯
¯
j ¯
¯ r⊂M Rul(Xj ,ut ) |P red(r)|A ∩ |d = vd |A ¯
¯
¯
M Rul(Xj , ut ) =
.
¯
¯
j
¯|d = vd |A¯
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Fig. 2. Rough set classification and prediction scheme
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Measure of strengths of rules defined above is applied in constructing classification algorithm. To classify a new case, rules are first selected matching
the new object. The strength of the selected rule sets is calculated for any
decision class, and then the decision class with maximal strength is selected,
with the new object being classified to this class.

4 Experimental results
4.1 Data Set and its Characteristics
To test and verify the prediction capability of the proposed RSPM, the daily
stock movement of a banking stock traded in Kuwait Stock Exchange and
spanning over a period of 7 years ( 2000-2006), were captured. Figure 3 depicts
a sample of the stock’s daily movements.

Fig. 3. A sample of the stock daily movement

Table 1 shows the attributes used in the creation of the rough set decision table, where M A: Moving average of price,U P : Upward price change,
Dw:Downward price change; Pi : closing price. The first five attributes in the
Table, i.e. Last( or Closing Price), High, Low, Trade, and Value) were extracted from the stock daily movement. The other important attributes in
the table were compiled from the literature [?] along with the formula for
their computation. The decision attributed, D, in Table 1, which indicates
the future direction of the the data set, is constructed using the following
formula:
Pi=n
Decatt =

i=1 ((n

+ 1) − i).sign[close(i) − close(0)]
Pn
i=1 i

(6)

where close (0) is today’s closing price and close (i) is the ith closing price
in the future. Equation (1) specifies a range -1 to +1 for Decatt A value of +1
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Table 1. Stock Price Movement Decision Table
Attribute
Last
High
Low
Trade
Value
Lagi , i = 1..6
Aver5
Momentum
Disparity in 5 days
Price Osculiator

Attribute description
closing price
High price
Low price

An event occurring at time t + k (k > 0)
is said to lag behind event occurring at time t,
moving average of 5 days for close price
Pi − Pi−4
Pi
∗ 100
M A5
100
Pn−1
OSCP = 100 −
1+

RSI (relative strength index) = 100 − P

i=0
Pn−1

100

i=0

U Pi−1 /n

DWi−1 /n

i=0n−1 U Pi /n

ROC
D

P −P

rate of change i Pii−n ∗ 100
Decision attribute

indicate that every day up to n days in the future, the market closed higher
than today. Similarly, -1 indicates that every day up to n days in the future,
the market closed lower than today.
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Figure 4 presents a snapshot of the 21 index for the period covering from
Jan. 1st 2000 to Jan. 31th 2000, and the fluctuation of the Deca tt. Figure 5
illustrates part of the calculated daily stock movement time series data set
according the attributes described in Table 1.

Fig. 4. Snapshot of 21 index for the period covering January 2000

Fig. 5. Samples of the banking sector data - after post processing
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4.2 Analysis, Results and Discussion
For many data mining tasks, it is useful to learn about the general characteristics of the given data set and to identify the outliers - samples that are not
consistent with the general behavior of the data model. Outlier detection is
important because it may affect the classifier accuracy. As such we performed
several descriptive statistical analysis, such as measures of central tendency
and data dispersion. In our statistical analysis, we used the mean and the
median to detect the outliers in our data set. Table 2 represents the statistical
analysis and essential distribution of attributes, respectively.
Table 2. Statistical results of the attributes
Attribute
Last-Close
High
Low
Vol
Trade
Value
Lag1
Lag2
Lag3
Aver5
Momentum
Disparity in 5 days
Price Osculator
RSI
ROC

Mean Std. Dv
497.8
498.9
493.7
626189.3
13.3
322489.3
522.25
493.8
496.4
501.5
2.44
99.0
.0002
49.8
-4.7

Median Correlation
with decision class
145.17
490.0
0.255
145.6
490
0.2500
143.5
485.0
0.24
1314775.6 240000 0.097
15.12
8.0
0.185
674862.3 118900.0 0.1065
94.5
490.0
-0.0422
0.4828
490.0
0.0055
148.5
490.0
0.092
103.6
488.0
0.075
163.1
0.0
0.266
25.2
100.3
0.28
0.095
0.006
0.156
1.4.36
49.8
-0.035
21.5
0.0
-0.365

We reach the minimal number of reducts that contains a combination
of attributes which has the same discrimination factor. The final generated
reduct sets, which are used to generate the list of rules for the classification
are:
{high, low, last, momentum, disparity in 5 days, Roc}
A natural use of a set of rules is to measure how well the ensemble of rules
is able to classify new and unseen objects. To measure the performance of the
rules is to assess how well the rules perform in classifying new cases. So we
apply the rules produced from the training set data to the test set data.
The following present the rules in a more readable format:
R1: IF Closing Price(Last) = (403 OR 408) AND
High = (403 OR 408) AND
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Low = (3 OR 8) AND
momentum = (403 OR 408) AND
disparityin5dayes = (100.48700 OR 100.60700) AND
ROC = (−0.50505 OR 0.51021)
THEN Decision Class is 0.0
Table 3 shows a partial set of the generated rules. These obtained rules
are used to build the prediction system.
Table 3. A partial set of the generated rules
Rule number
R1

rule form
Last/close=(403 or 408) AND High=(403 RO 408)
AND Low=(403 or 408) AND momentum=(3 OR 8)
AND disparityin5dayes=(100.48700 or 100.60700)
AND ROC=(-0.50505 or 0.51021) =⇒ d = 0

R2

Last/close=(398 or 403) AND High=(398 or 403)
AND Low=(393 or 398) AND momentum=(-2 or 3)
AND disparityin5dayes=(125.19600 or 125.43000)
AND ROC=(-0.50505 or 0.51021) =⇒ d = 0

R3

Last/close=(403 or 408)) AND High( 403 or 408)
AND Low=(398 or 403) AND momentum(3 or 8)
AND disparityin5dayes=(100.93900 or 101.01500)
AND ROC=(0.51021) =⇒ d = 1.0

R4

Last/close=(378 or 385) AND High( 378 or 385 )
AND Low=(378 or 385)) AND momentum=(-25 or -17)
AND disparityin5dayes=(97.70110)
AND ROC=(-0.50505) =⇒ d = −1.0

R5

Last/close=(183 or 370) AND High=(368, 373)
AND Low=(183, 368) AND momentum=(-37, -32)
AND disparityin5dayes=(113.76700 or 120.81700)
AND ROC=(-0.50505) =⇒ d = 1.0

R6

Last/close=(403, 408) AND High=(403 or 408)
AND Low=([398 or 403)) AND momentum=(-2 or 3)
AND disparityin5dayes=(100.24500 or 100.27300)
AND ROC=(0.51021) =⇒ d = 1.0

Several runs were conducted using different setting with strength rule
threshold. Rule importance and rule strength measures are used to obtain a
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sense of the quality of the extracted rules. These measures are chosen according to the number of times a rule appears in all reducts, number of generated
reducts, and the support the strength of a rule. The rule importance and Rule
Strength are given by the following forms:
Rule Importance Rule Importance measures (Importancerule ) is used
to assess the quality of the generated rule and it is defined as follows:
Importancerule =

τr
,
ρr

(7)

where τr is the number of times a rule appears in all reducts and ρr is the
number of reduct sets.
Rule Strength the strength of a rule, Strengthrule , states how well the
rule covers or represent the data set and can be calculated as follows:
Strengthrule =

Supportrule
,
|U |

(8)

where |U | denotes the number of all objects in the training data or objects in
the universe in general. The strength of a rule states how well the rule covers
or represents the data set.
Table 4 shows the number of generated rules using rough sets and for the
sake of comparison we have also generated rules using neural network. Table
4 indicates that the number of rules generated using neural networks is much
larger than the rough sets.
Table 4. Number of generated rules
Method
Neural networks 630
Rough sets
371

Generated rule numbers

Measuring the performance of the rules generated from the training data
set in terms of their ability to classify new and unseen objects is also important. Our measuring criteria were Rule Strength and Rule Importance [?] and
to check the performance of our method, we calculated the confusion matrix
between the predicted classes and the actual classes as shown in Table 5. The
confusion matrix is a table summarizing the number of true positives, true
negatives, false positives, and false negatives when using classifiers to classify
the different test objects.
Figure 6 shows the overall prediction accuracy of well known two approaches compared with the proposed rough set approach. Empirical results
reveal that the rough set approach is much better than neural networks and
ID3 decision tree. Moreover, for the neural networks and the decision tree
classifiers, more robust features are required to improve their performance.
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Table 5. Model Prediction Performance (Confusion Matrix)
Actual
Class1 (-1)
Class2 (0)
Class3 (+1)

Predict
Class1
39
0
0
1.0

Predict
Class2
1
76
2
.962

Predict
Class3
0
0
34
1.0

Accuracy
0.975 %
1.0 %
0.94%
0.9802 %

Fig. 6. Comparative analysis in terms of the prediction accuracy
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5 Conclusions and Future Research
This chapter presented a generic stock price prediction model using rough set
theory. The model was able to extract knowledge in the form of rules from
daily stock movements. These rules then could be used to guide investors
whether to buy, sell or hold a stock. To increase the efficiency of the prediction
process, rough sets with Boolean reasoning discretization algorithm is used
to discretize the data. Rough set reduction technique is, then, applied to
find all reducts of the data which contains the minimal subset of attributes
that are associated with a class used label for prediction. Finally, rough sets
dependency rules are generated directly from all generated reducts. Rough
confusion matrix is used to evaluate the performance of the predicted reducts
and classes.
Using a data set consisting of daily movements of a stock traded in Kuwait
Stock Exchange, a preliminary assessment showed that performance of the
rough set based stock price prediction model, given the limited scoped of the
data set, was highly accurate and as such this investigation could lead to
further research using a much larger data set consisting of the entire Kuwait
Stock Exchange, which would in turn prove the model’s generalizability that
the model is accurate and sufficiently robust and reliable as a forecasting and
prediction model. For comparison purposes, the results obtained using rough
sets were compared to those generated by neural networks and decision tree
algorithms. It was shown, using the same constrained data set, that rough
set approach have a higher overall accuracy rates and generate more compact
and fewer rules than neural networks. A future research, based on this finding,
could be to implement a hybrid approach using Rough Sets as reducts generator and neural networks for knowledge discovery and rule generator utilizing
the Rough set reducts.
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